
Normal Characters :

a-z, A-Z, 0-9, ( ' " ; : , . / ? ! - < > ) $ % @ & --- normal

smart quote '66' --- Opt-Open Square Bracket

smart quote '99' --- Shift-Opt-Open Square Bracket

smart quote '6' --- Opt-Close Square Bracket

smart quote '9' --- Shift-Opt-Close Square Bracket

pound symbol £ --- Opt-3

cents symbol ¢ --- Opt-4

Euro symbol Û --- Shift-Opt-2

AE ligature ® --- Shift-Opt-Apostrophe

Special Characters :

extended leg k --- Shift-Opt-1

extended leg r --- Shift-Opt-3

extended leg t --- Shift-Opt-4

extended leg z --- Shift-Opt-5

extended leg K --- Shift-Opt-6

extended leg R --- Shift-Opt-7

extended leg T --- Shift-Opt-8

extended leg Z --- Shift-Opt-9

Alternate Characters :

Celtic styled g --- Opt-g

written styled k --- Opt-k

written styled n --- Shift-Opt-n

written styled q --- Opt-q

straight bar t --- Opt-t

C styled x --- Opt-x

straight bar y --- Opt-y

UPPER CASE Celtic styled G --- Shift- Opt-g

UPPER CASE written styled K --- Shift- Opt-k

UPPER CASE written styled N --- Shift-Opt-m

(sorry! nowhere else sensible)

UPPER CASE written styled Q --- Shift- Opt-q

UPPER CASE straight bar T --- Shift-Opt-t

UPPER CASE C styled X --- Shift- Opt-x

UPPER CASE straight bar Y --- Shift- Opt-y

Aon Cari Celtic
The Aon Cari font has now been updated. The new font features additional characters, minor kerning and character

shape corrections, and a new overall character size which will improve the leading (spaces between lines of type). Because

these changes will affect any existing material that users of the old Aon Cari font may have had laid out already, I have

renamed this version "Aon Cari Celtic". This way it will install as a different font, rather than overwriting your old copy, and you

can then choose to change existing material to the new version if you want, or not.

New additions include :

- uppercase characters are now a true uppercase set, and so are appropriately larger than their lowercase

counterparts. Some characters in the uppercase are different than the lowercase now too (see character

list below).

- some lowercase letters have been revised for legibility (such as the "g"), and to improve the overall

"Celtic" look of the font. Letters that have been replaced are still available as an Alternate character set

using special keys.

- numbers! (finally!)

- new symbols for general uses like typing out web address, e-mails, prices, etc.

- this new free version may be shared and used for any purpose, including publication. Enjoy!

PC Special Character Access :

On a PC the alternate characters can be accessed with the alt key and a set of numbers. By pressing the numlock key

and holding down 'alt', enter the correct numeric sequence on your number pad. These numbers will depend on which OS

you're running and your language set, so check your Help files in Word for your special access numbers.

Mac Special Character Access :

abcdefghi j lkmn
opqrstuvwxyz

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
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